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About Julie

Julie Schniers helps businesses, organizations,
and school districts come together and build a
stronger team culture by building better
communication, stronger connections, and a
confidence that can set any team on a path to
success.

Julie helps you build up your team, decrease
negativity, increase engagement, develop
leaders, and create an environment that makes
your people want to give their best.

She brings her education and coaching experience
with her to every stage to engage audiences in a
way that will leave a lasting impact. Your
audience will leave with tools that can be put into
place the next day and holds the potential to
transform every area of their life. 

Organizations hire Julie be inspired, build stronger
individuals that can contribute to a stronger
team, and to help teams find their focus. She
helps solve such challenges as culture struggles,
leadership issues, communication challenges,
retention, engagement, and teams not working as
a team. Basically, Julie can help you with your
people problems. 

With relationship building and communication
tools, every audience will be equipped to step
forward more confidently. I work with teams
through keynotes, workshops, retreats,
consulting, and coaching. 

+1 (325) 656-7283  - info@julieschniers.com  - www.julieschnierscom
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SIGNATURE KEYNOTESSIGNATURE KEYNOTES

From the classroom to the boardroom and
beyond, making your people a priority is what
will seal the deal, reach your goals, and make
your people want to put their best foot forward.
The tools every leader needs to succeed is
packaged up and broken down into
communication, connection, and confidence.
Learning to LEAN IN starts with you and moves
into your circle of influence. You’ll laugh, cry, and
think about how you can live up to the heart of
your WHY as you work with your WHO.

Learning to be a good leader can start at any age
and is a skill that will grow you in every area of
life. We are ALL leaders and the importance of
leading from where you are requires confidence,
the ability to communicate and a willingness to
connect. These strategies to build leadership
skills can take any organization or individual from
a weakest link to an impactful influencer. When
77% of organizations report that leadership is
lacking, it is more important now than ever
before to groom people early on to be strong
enough to lead well.

If you are building young leaders, ask me about
the workshop: The Difference Between Getting
Hired and Not…Interview Skills No One Talks
About

"Julie was awesome, energetic, and very inspiring! She had my attention from the first to
the last word. She was very professional and made the content exciting and "human.” She

took big ideas from the team and helped us put those into action steps."

"Julie is the
consultant you need
to help professionals
understand the
impact that building
relationships can
have on individuals
and their personal
goal-setting as well
as high productivity.
Her magnetic
personality and
presentation skills
are engaging and
motivating." 

I struggled to feel like I fit. The story I let myself
believe created a mean internal judge, a people
pleaser mentality, and a scared-to-dream little
girl. I learned to cling tightly to the idea of “Fake
it ‘til You Make It” when in fact that created more
issues. When 67% of people are holding on to
that phrase like I did, we are setting ourselves up
for failure. The truth is, we need to cling less to
faking it and more to believing it on the journey
we bravely choose. Learning how to flip your
mindset and show up as your best self is the
confidence booster anyone can grow from!

Why are People not listening to you? Well…your
communication style stinks…I mean, IS KEY. The
way we share our message matters! What deals
are being left on the table due to poor
communication? What clients are going
elsewhere due to an inability to connect? This
keynote is laced with tips and tricks that you can
leave the room with will help your team level-up
in business and in life.

Ask me about my Workshop Series to Level-
Up Team Culture through Communication,
Connection & Confidence. 

The People Priority Talk Every Leader

Needs to Hear – Learning to LEAN IN

The LEADING Priority – Building Leaders

in every space and at every age
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Brave it ‘til You Believe It – Why “Fake it ‘til

you Make It’ doesn’t build a confident you

Leveling Up Your Leadership – Critical

Keys of Communication & Connection

Let’s connect!


